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Google Cloud ― Introduction

Welcome.
Since the dawn of time, stories have brought us together. Stories of
creativity, reinvention, and of adversity overcome. Today, we are at a
crossroads because organizations all over the world are facing challenges
that, when solved, turn into opportunities to shape the future of our
industries for the better. The way Google Cloud customers are achieving this
inspires us, and today we bring you their stories.
In this book, organizations from the world of retail, manufacturing, financial
services, telecommunications, public services, and gaming, share their
stories first-hand: tales of business challenges turned into examples of
leadership, innovation, sustainability, and collaboration done well. We are
proud to support each of them in their journeys and, by amplifying their
voices, we hope that their success will inspire yours too. ●
Enjoy the read,

Eva Fors
Managing Director Google Cloud, Nordics

Google Perspective ― The Future of Collaboration

Serge Lachapelle
Director of Product Management Google Workspace, Google

“We rely on the
products we build to
make our lives better.”
The global shift towards working from home may

or to work on a project when you’re all based in the

have led to physical distance between teams, but

same office,” says Serge, “whereas distributed work

Google Workspace helps to create the sense of

comes with all sorts of challenges, including a lack

closeness needed for successful collaboration, says

of that sense of closeness you need to function

Serge Lachapelle, Director of Product Management,

successfully as a team. Video conferencing has

Google Workspace at Google.

filled that gap in many ways, for ourselves and for
our customers.”

Since its founding in 1998, Google has welcomed
an international workforce. Collaboration across

“Googlers around the world use Google Meet to

continents and time zones has been the standard

join myriad video meetings every day, which frees

for Google ever since, with thousands of engineers

us from sending emails back and forth or waiting

and developers working together on a project at any

for replies, and speeds up our time to decision

given time. “It’s easy to set aside time for a meeting

as a result. We have a saying here at Google:
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Google Perspective ― The Future of Collaboration

Eat your own dog food. It means we try to build

accelerated features such as our cloud AI-based

products that we use ourselves and are proud of.

noise cancelation in order to eliminate these kinds

With an international workforce bringing diverse

of distractions and make it easier for teams to

perspectives into each solution we build, we can

collaborate remotely.”

ensure that these solutions are helpful and relevant
for a wide range of people around the world.”

The attention to detail is what stands out in the

With a significant proportion of the global

features such as closed captions sprinkle a bit of

latest Google Workspace products. AI and ML-based
workforce working from home following

Google magic into the user experience."Some of our

the COVID-19 pandemic, demands on cloud

colleagues have hearing disabilities and some don’t

solutions such as video conferencing have grown
exponentially. “Online meetings have become larger,

have English as their first language,” explains Serge.
“Features like noise cancelation and closed captions

with more people participating. We’ve worked

are ways in which technology can contribute to

really hard on not only scaling the software, but

making conversations more inclusive. Our goal is to

also on pushing forward requirements for the grid

help people around the world to understand each

view. Being able to see everyone you are meeting

other better.”

with simultaneously really helps to create a sense
of personal connection. Of course, the more

As someone who makes a point of keeping his home

people, the more background noise, such as sirens,

office door open for his children, Serge understands

dogs barking, that kind of thing, and so we also

the importance of interpersonal relationships and
the support of both family and colleagues. “Our
next challenge is going to be recreating that
office feeling through our digital tools. How do I
let someone know that I’m open for conversation
online? How can we recreate that little tap on the
shoulder team members use in the office when
they need help? We aim to support these kinds of
gestures and spontaneity between team members,
all without overwhelming them with too many
meetings in their calendars or chat messages that
can sometimes break a chain of thought. There are
endless possibilities for interacting digitally, and
we're excited to continue supporting our customers
as we walk towards the future of collaboration
together.” ●
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Google Cloud ― Great Managers

What makes a great manager? Here at Google,
we’re invested in learning how employees
answer this question. By analyzing comments
from our annual employee survey1 and
performance evaluations, we found ten common
behaviors across high-scoring managers. We
also found that the teams working directly with
these great managers are performing better
than their counterparts, are more satisfied with
their work, and are therefore also more likely
to stay at Google.

So here they are, the ten
common behaviors of our
greatest managers:

1
Is a good coach

2
Empowers the team and
does not micromanage

3
Creates an inclusive
team environment, showing
concern for people’s success
and well-being

4
Is productive and
results-oriented

5
Is a good communicator,
listens and shares information

6
Supports career development
and discusses performance

7
Has a clear vision
and strategy for the team

8
Has key technical skills
to help advise the team

9
Collaborates across Google
To read some of the items we tested for each behavior more
closely, check out our refreshed Manager Feedback Survey.
1. re:Work with Google, Survey:
What makes a great manager at Google?

10
Is a strong decision maker
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Google Cloud ― Design Thinking

“Ideas can come from anywhere, and everyone is creative.”
(Dr. Frederik G. Pferdt/February 2020)

This belief is at the heart of design thinking, an innovative
problem-solving methodology that’s accessible to anyone.
Here at Google, we make design thinking easy with three E’s:

Experimentation

In the prototyping phase, build an earlystage version of your idea and test it
out on a small group to see what works.
Then, gather data to decide if it makes
sense to move your idea forward, kill it,
or tweak it.
By empathising with your users,
practicing expansive thinking, and
experimenting with big ideas, you and
your team can tap into something
powerful: your collective creativity.

Empathy

Begin each ideation exercise with your
users in mind. Discuss the people who
will use your product or service or, if
possible, talk to them about it.

Expansive thinking
Also known as brainstorming, this is
all about creating multiple ways to
solve a problem or improve a situation.
Challenge your team to come up
with ideas that are 10 times better by
thinking big (like, really big), and give
you radical new ideas a try.

3 Questions To ― Åsa Bredin, King

ÅSA BREDIN
FVP Technology, King
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What did you learn during the upheavals of this year that
changed the way you see things as a business leader?

“

We transitioned the whole company in March to a work-from-home setup quickly
and smoothly. That situation showed us how important communication is and that
we had to become more flexible, as things are constantly changing. In March, we
didn’t know how long we would work from home for. We had to evolve our principles
and guidelines as information came in. This still holds true, and we’re adjusting as
we learn. Digital tools have helped us to continue collaborating and interacting with
each other, virtually, throughout all this.”

How has the cloud helped you innovate?

“

We moved all our data to Google Cloud Platform in 2018. Since then, we have been
able to move up the stack and focus on how to better support our business, rather
than racking up servers. We are migrating the rest of our on-premises services to
the cloud, so we’ll have a shared platform across all teams. That enables much faster
access to new services and tools. One way our teams benefit from this is with our
hackathons. The next hackathon will have a cloud theme, and I’m looking forward to
seeing the ideas that come out of that.”

What’s on the horizon for you? Where do you see your
biggest challenge or opportunity moving forward?

“

One key principle for our cloud migration is that players shouldn’t notice that the
migration is happening, only the improvements that it brings. On the horizon is
‘Crash Bandicoot: On the Run!’, our new take on a runner game (the popular racing
game format). It has deep social and resource management elements. We’re excited
to be working within the rich world Activision created, as it allows us to draw on
Crash's vibrant history to build a new adventure for gamers to play on the go.”

Customer Success Story
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Telia
outlines its

AI strategy
for delivering a
great customer experience
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Customer Success Story ― Telia

F

For Telia, exceptional customer experience at scale is only

possible when agents and artificial intelligence (AI) work together.
Its technology collaboration with Google Cloud makes agent-AI

collaboration a reality.
Telia Company AB is no stranger to large-scale customer engagements. As
one of the leading telecoms companies in the Nordics and Baltics, its 2,400

Mathias Johansson

contact center agents handle millions of interactions each year. Beyond its

Head of AI & Automation

own operations, Telia’s Contact Center as a Service (CCaaS) solution, Telia

Products & Consulting

ACE, also supports large customer service teams at organizations across
the Nordic countries, Germany, and the Netherlands.
Experience is the ‘North Star’ for Telia and its customers
All of those organizations face similar challenges around keeping customers
happy and loyal. “Companies can compete on pricing and packaging,
but the real key to retaining customers is the experience,” says Mathias
Johansson, Head of AI and Automation at Telia. “Customer experience
should be every organization’s North Star.”
The ability to improve the customer experience by augmenting human
assistance with artificial intelligence lies behind Telia’s decision to embed
Google Contact Center Artificial Intelligence (Contact Center AI) tools into
the Telia ACE platform.
“When Google Cloud announced Contact Center AI, it was clear that there
was a strong fit with our own strategy around AI for customer service,”
explains Mathias. “We believed that by working with Google Cloud, we
could solve a number of customer service pain points.”

“Google is doing
pioneering
work in AI,
which means
that Telia and
its customers
will stay at the
forefront of AI
innovation too.”

Customers can find better answers, faster
One frustrating experience for customers is not finding much-needed answers.
Within Telia ACE, Google Cloud Contact Center AI agents can intelligently
navigate a knowledge base of structured and unstructured data to find answers
to customers’ queries.
“That ability to surface relevant results from huge amounts of data is the whole
reason people use Google Search, right?” says Mathias. “In the future we’ll
be able to serve results in an even more human way. Instead of the customer
receiving a link to a page, it will feel like a real conversation.”
A consistent, conversational experience in every channel
Google Cloud Contact Center AI is already helping Telia make chatbots and
voicebots feel more human. With Dialogflow, the Google tool for building
intuitive automated conversations, Telia can create natural-feeling interactions
in any channel. And advanced text-to-speech and speech-to-text capabilities in
Dialogflow enable the same conversations to happen whether the customer is
typing or speaking.

Customer Success Story ― Telia

“It’s all about ensuring a consistent experience across channels,” says Mathias.
“With Dialogflow, we can create a conversation flow in one channel, then re-use
it in others. This means that a customer can find what they want by typing a
question into a chatbot window on the website, but they can also ask the same
question via voice in the interactive voice response (IVR) system, and get the
same response.”
While the customer enjoys a consistent experience, the integration of ACE
and Contact Center AI also brings benefits for platform management. “It
enables the re-use of backend integrations, customer identification and other
common capabilities across channels, so you don’t need to re-create them for
each customer touchpoint,” says Mathias. “You can also easily bring in other
relevant AI capabilities from Google Cloud, such as translation, with no further
integration.”
Valuable insights from customer conversations
It can be challenging for organizations to get accurate insights into levels of
customer satisfaction. While tools like Net Promoter Score and CSAT surveys are
useful, they don’t always paint the full picture.
Google Cloud Contact Center AI helps organizations using Telia ACE get a more
accurate picture of customer sentiment, by analyzing customer conversations
with agents, voicebots, and textbots (with customers’ consent), and drawing
insights from that conversational data.
“Companies spend a lot of time asking customers what they think, but if we listen,
they actually tell us that every day,” says Mathias. “By having AI analyze that data
and sift out insights, organizations can better understand what they’re doing
well, and where they need to improve.”
Agents and AI working hand-in-hand
The Contact Center AI Agent Assist feature also helps Telia to empower call
center agents, by automatically fetching relevant information that gives the
agent more context around the customer who’s calling. That in turn enables
the agent to provide a better service.

16
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“If Agent Assist real-time analytics picks up a customer saying their account
number, for example, it can automatically trigger a process to fetch relevant
data about that customer from back-end systems that will give the agent
more background about the customer,” says Mathias. “It’s a really powerful

“Customer
experience
should be
the North
Star of every
organization.”

combination of AI, robotic process automation, and human assistance that
delivers an exceptional customer experience.”
An innovation partnership for the long term
Telia sees its partnership with Google Cloud as a way to bring customers the
latest AI technologies alongside Telia’s existing strengths in telephony, IVR,
and contact center enablement.
“It’s one of the most exciting technology partnerships that we have,” says
Mathias. “Google Cloud is doing pioneering work in deep speech and AI,
and future innovations will be incorporated into Contact Center AI. Our
partnership means that Telia and our customers will stay at the forefront
of AI innovation too.” ●

“Google Cloud has
been our partner
and catalyst for
transformative change”
Christoffer Malmer, CEO of SEBx

Customer Success Story
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Einride shares its

vision
for creating a low-carbon
transport future
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Customer Success Story ― Einride

S

Swedish startup Einride has a bold vision: to disrupt the global road freight
industry with a low-cost, low-carbon alternative to fuel-burning trucks.

Its partnership with Google Cloud is helping it to build the high-tech
transportation solutions of the future.
“I was frustrated by how slowly the road freight industry was changing,” says
Robert Falck, Einride’s founder and CEO. “I had an idea for how the industry
could be disrupted from the outside and I co-founded Einride in 2016 with the
ambition to drive that change.”

Robert Falck
founder and CEO
at Einreide

The former Volvo director of engineering aims to drive cost and carbon out
of an industry that today produces 7% of the world’s CO2 emissions. Einride
is built on two key innovations: self-driving electric trucks, and an intelligent1
freight mobility platform that crunches data to find the most efficient ways
to transport goods.
A partner for innovation and scalability
Founded as a cloud-native business, Einride wanted to work with a cloud
platform partner that shared its ideals. “Google Cloud was the natural choice,”
said Robert. “It has a visionary approach to technology, and everything from
Google Workspace to Cloud Platform gives us a great infrastructure for building
a fast-moving, innovative company.”

Oscar Söderlund
Chief Software Architect
at Einride

Oscar Söderlund, Chief Software Architect at Einride, explains: “Our strategy is
to leverage the full suite of integrated Google Cloud technologies to achieve
very low overhead on infrastructure and operations. Google Cloud lets us
allocate the maximum amount of resources to developing innovation that
benefits our customers, rather than managing the underlying infrastructure.”

1. Einride, The future of electric
transport: driving change with
intelligent solutions, 5th June 2020
www.einride.tech/news/drivingchange-with-intelligent-solutions
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For example, Einride offers an electric vehicle routing optimizer that
automatically generates transport plans for Einride’s customers. The optimizer
helps those customers to be more efficient and to operate their logistic network
in a more sustainable way. This is achieved by increasing truck utilization through
routing optimization, and therefore allowing electric trucks to take over more
and more of the transport demand. However, it requires significant compute
power, and was initially incurring high costs for Einride while it was running on
dedicated hardware in Google Kubernetes Engine.
Oscar says that by rewriting the optimizer to run on on-demand hardware in
Google Cloud Build, Einride has been able to achieve near-infinite horizontal
scalability at much lower cost. “It’s a technical solution that we are very excited
about,” he says. “Using Google Cloud Build has saved us $3,000 per month on
our cloud bills and means we can scale the optimizer further with no additional
operations overhead.”
Big data and edge cloud for a new era of efficient transport
Einride’s self-driving trucks made their debut in 2019. Now, Einride plans to scale
up to capture more of the $2tn global freight market and make it more efficient
and more sustainable.
A big part of that will entail making smarter use of data to help customers
move goods as efficiently as possible. This will involve moving cloud-scale data
processing capabilities closer to the trucks and their cargo, to drive real-time
decision making about optimum routes and speeds.
Today, Einride’s autonomous trucks already do a lot of heavy lifting at the edge,
gathering data about each journey they make via an array of sensors, and
streaming it to Google Cloud using Google Cloud Pub/Sub. As well as supplying
the data used by applications like the electric vehicle routing optimizer, the
streaming data also allows Einride to monitor the health of its vehicles remotely.

Customer Success Story ― Einride
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“Google Cloud
has a visionary
approach to
technology,
and a great
infrastructure
for building a
fast-moving
and innovative
company.”

“We use OpenCensus to forward vehicle metrics to Google Cloud Monitoring,
which has given us high-level observability and health dashboards for our
autonomous vehicles,” says Oscar. “This has enabled our software engineers to
support remotely during vehicle testing, reducing our travel requirements and
the need for on-site personnel at our test track. Also, the possibility to analyze
historic metrics gives us the opportunity to get insights into how the systems
are improving over time.”
A sustainable solution as demand for compute power increases
As Einride’s vehicles gather more data and stream it to Google Cloud Platform,
the company will be able to offer progressively more valuable services to
its customers. “Optimizing journeys and transport costs for our customers
requires us to process ever larger amounts of data,” says Robert Falck. “Doing
that using Google Cloud Platform has clear advantages from a speed and
performance perspective.”
Robert mentions one further advantage to using Google Cloud: its ability to
help Einride manage its carbon footprint. “As demand for computing power
grows, it’s essential to know our technology platform is sustainable,” he says.
“Google Cloud can definitely help with that, since its data centers are already
carbon-neutral.”
‘Brave people’ will make Einride’s vision a reality
As important as technology to Einride’s success will be the people it hires.
Robert believes Google Cloud can help there too, as its technology appeals to
engineers. “Good people want to work with good people,” he says. “Google
Cloud technology is the gold standard for building digital platforms in new ways,
and that helps us to recruit the right people.”
What kind of people will help Einride achieve its vision of sustainable transport?
“We’re looking for brave people, who aren’t satisfied with the status quo,” Robert
says. “When our people want to change the world, it creates an energy that
drives us forward into a better future.” ●
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Google Cloud ― Sustainability

At Google, we are working hard to create a carbon-free
world. As of September 12th 2020, we have eliminated
our entire carbon legacy through the purchase of
high-quality carbon offsets. This means that Google is
the first major company to get its lifetime net carbon
footprint to zero.

2017

2007
We are entering our third
decade of climate action.
Google has been carbon
neutral since 2007. Because
of our renewable energy and
carbon offset programs, our net
operational carbon emissions
during this period were zero.

After that, our goal was to work with
100% renewable energy. So we’re proud
to have, since 2017, matched our global
annual electricity usage with wind and
solar purchases. However, today, to
compensate for times and places in
which the wind is not blowing or the
sun is not shining, we buy a surplus of
renewable energy at other times and
in other places. Our ultimate goal is
to source carbon-free energy for our
operations in all places, at all times.

2030
To address this, we set our most
ambitious energy goal yet: to run our
entire business on carbon-free energy
everywhere, at all times, by 2030. This
means we’re aiming to supply our data
centers with carbon-free energy only.
"As the first cloud provider to make this
commitment, we’re raising the bar in
using Earth’s natural resources to make
our operations more sustainable, inspiring
others to follow. Our ambition is to
continue to innovate ways to positively
impact the planet, and we want to help
others do the same."

Google Cloud ― Google Culture

When Google was only a few years old,
we wrote down 10 truths about ourselves;
our core values, you could say. These values
are built on beliefs that don’t change with
time and innovations. From time to time,
we revisit this list to see if they still hold
true. And, as of now, they do.
—You can hold us accountable to them.

10 truths about ourselves
•F
 ocus on the user and all else will follow
• I t’s best to do one thing really, really well
•F
 ast is better than slow
•D
 emocracy on the web works
• You don’t need to be at your desk to access an answer
• You can make money without doing evil
• There’s always more information out there
• The need for information crosses all borders
• You can be serious without a suit
• Great just isn’t good enough
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3 Questions To ― Christoffer Malmer, SEBx

CHRISTOFFER
MALMER
CEO, SEBx
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Have these challenging times led to any changes
with regard to your approach to leadership?

“

Early on, SEBx articulated a dual purpose: to build new products and to explore new
technologies. The former makes SEBx customer-centric and business-oriented. The
latter positions SEBx as an innovation studio that the larger SEB Group can draw from.
As SEBx grew, a third purpose emerged: to build an organization and culture for times
of change. This approach is rooted in the concept of psychological safety and evolves
from trust and openness. It helped us manage some of the uncertainty in the wake of
the pandemic.”

Where do you see the best integration points
between your business and cloud technology?

“

Most banks with more than 20 years of history are built from the ground up on
mainframe technologies hosted on-premises. They aspire to migrate some or all
of their infrastructure to the cloud. Today, it's hard to imagine setting up a financial
services business that is not cloud native. So, we're looking at an industry on the cusp
of a monumental shift toward a more powerful technology. For SEB and SEBx, Google
Cloud is an important partner and catalyst to accelerate this shift.”

Where do you see the biggest opportunity for artificial intelligence
or machine learning in your business or industry in the future?

“

The opportunity to create unprecedented user experiences with new technology
is truly fascinating. The financial services industry, however, has only scratched
the surface of this opportunity. Take the area of personal financial management,
for example. If everyone has their own preferences, interests, risk appetite, habits,
ambitions, and aversions, then proactive and relevant advice is only possible through
advanced data-driven personalization. I’m excited about what we can do in the future!”

Customer Success Story
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Massive Entertainment
describes how its

scalable
platform connects
millions of gamers worldwide
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Customer Success Story ― Massive Entertainment

F

For Swedish game developer Massive Entertainment, a Ubisoft Studio,
its collaboration with Google Cloud made the launch of Tom Clancy’s

The Division 2 a smooth experience.
A key challenge for Massive Entertainment is testing the game’s scalability
without knowing how many of the 2.5 billion+ gamers worldwide will immediately
start playing it. To ensure a smooth experience from the beginning, Massive
Entertainment partnered with Google Cloud.

Fredrik Brönjemark
Online & Live Operations
Director at Massive

“Google Cloud performed beautifully in our early tests and private beta.

Entertainment

We were thrilled with its ability to scale in the early days of our launch,” says
Fredrik Brönjemark, Online & Live Operations Director at Massive Entertainment.
“More importantly, we were looking for a partner to trust with our game.
The Google Cloud team got it; they’ve played our games, and were always
available to offer us deep technical expertise.”
Bringing millions of global players together
To scale capacity when millions play simultaneously, Massive Entertainment
augments its in-house i3D.net data center capacity with virtual machines provided
by Google Compute Engine. These powerful virtual machines also support the
core services required for game play, such as matchmaking, high scores, statistics,
and inventory.
“Actions like going online and finding a friend shouldn’t be difficult,” says Björn
Lindberg, Online Technical Director at Massive Entertainment. Google Cloud helps
his team provide a smooth experience for gamers. With a global network in 200+
countries and territories, Google Cloud connects game servers through a private
fiber optic network, decreasing latency to bring players closer together online.

Björn Lindberg
Online Technical Director
at Massive Entertainment
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Enabling a near real-time immersive experience for gamers
Core services of The Division 2, such as logging in and being able to find other
players, are centrally located in servers in Europe. But other game services, such
as real-time gaming in multiplayer scenarios, require the servers to be spread
across regions, so that latency doesn’t interfere with the dynamic between players.
“We don’t want a player from Australia to experience a half-second lag when they
interact with the in-game character of someone playing from Europe, because
that creates room for doubt,” Björn explains. “We needed our processes to scale
as more players log in from different parts of the world. Google Compute Engine
gives us capacity to run game server processes when and where we need them,
so players experience the same version of reality.”
Keeping pace with global demand for high game performance

“Google Cloud
lets our
developers
focus on
building and
maintaining
services
without
bothering too
much about
deployment.”

To build and maintain specific game features, the developers behind The Division 2
split into autonomous teams to work more efficiently. "A microservices architecture
lets us adopt a divide and conquer strategy. With some of us focusing on
matchmaking, others on logins, and so on, we can ensure that a service won't crash
if another is having a hiccup," Björn explains.
Google Cloud handles the infrastructure that deploys these services and
autoscales them according to demand. "This lets our developers focus on building
and maintaining services without bothering too much about deployment," he adds.
“Collaborating with Google Cloud has been very interesting for us,” Björn
concludes. “It’s freed our time from managing hardware so we can focus on
making great games.” ●

Customer Success Story
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Boozt
explains how their

scalability
helps them handle
Black Friday with ease
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Customer Success Story ― Boozt

B

Boozt is an e-commerce company with a difference, viewing itself not as

a fashion retailer but as a tech company that sells fashion and lifestyle

Steffan Mølbæk Andersen

products. When Boozt’s growth outpaced its server capacity, Google

Data Intelligence Director

Cloud helped it to scale its webstore and innovate with data.

at Boozt

Boozt has been a hit with Nordic shoppers from the start, growing annual
revenue with a factor of 400+ since the launch of Boozt.com in 2011. For Jonny
Johansson, Boozt’s Data Systems Director, technology underpins that success.
“Technology has always been the heart of our business,” he says. “We don’t
call ourselves the IT team, we call ourselves the platform team, because the
platform we’ve built helps all other teams to do their work.”
He means it. All of Boozt’s systems are home-grown, from the software
that directs the robots in its warehouse, to the finance systems that in 2019
handled €328 million in revenue from 1.6 million customers. “We actually built
our own enterprise resource planning system,” says Jonny. “It’s crazy, but we

Jonny Johansson
Data Systems Director
at Boozt

did it.”
Scaling to meet the Black Friday surge
By 2017, Boozt risked becoming a victim of its own success. The servers it was
running at a hosting provider could cope with linear growth, that was just a
case of regularly adding capacity. But the extreme peaks of Black Friday were
another matter.
“At 11pm it would be silent on the servers,” says Jonny. “Then at midnight, bang,
it would be 400% of normal load. One Black Friday, a switch broke and the

Tobias Sjölin

site went down for a couple of hours. By the time we worked out what had

Project Director

happened, we’d lost so much in sales.”

at Boozt

“Now we’re on Google Cloud
we can actually sleep on the
night of Black Friday, which
we never could before.”

Customer Success Story ― Boozt

With Black Friday traffic volumes five to ten times higher than a normal weekend
peak, buying the extra headroom wouldn’t have been cost effective. “We needed
to be able to scale up and down quickly, so cloud was the way to go,” says Jonny.
“We were already using Google Workspace in the business, so it made sense to
choose Google Cloud.”
The migration started in spring 2018, and the Boozt webstore was moved to
Google Cloud in time for Black Friday of that year. Capacity issues were solved
right away, as the team were able to scale up for the expected peak, and back
down afterwards. “We can actually sleep on the night of Black Friday now, which
we never could before,” says Jonny.
Data and analytics for better business decisions
And scalability is just the start of what Boozt has achieved with Google Cloud. It’s
also using a data lake and machine learning tools to make myriad improvements to
its business.
“We used to have to run queries against our live database, which would end up
breaking the site,” says Steffan Mølbæk Andersen, Data Intelligence Director at
Boozt. “In Google Cloud we’ve built a data lake using BigQuery, which lets our data
scientists interrogate all of our data without taking down the website.”
His team now uses Google Cloud BigQuery to run custom queries that surface
risks and opportunities for Boozt. The company’s 48-hour delivery promise, for
example, turned out not to work for the north of Sweden, where Steffan’s team
discovered that delivery often took an extra day. Boozt has adjusted its promise,
but is also exploring ways to get packages delivered faster.
When coronavirus hit, the data team used Google Cloud BigQuery to produce new
forecasts based on spiking demand for items like sports gear and smart tops, and
collapsing demand for items like dresses and partywear. Those forecasts allowed
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Boozt’s buyers to adjust purchasing volumes, and warehouse managers to plan
staff schedules to allow for social distancing.
Image recognition for faster product labeling
Machine learning tools in Google Cloud have helped Boozt to get products
on to the site, and into shoppers’ hands, faster. The data science team used
Google Cloud AutoML Vision to scan product images supplied by clothing
brands and automatically categorize them by criteria like color, fit, size, and
washing instructions.
Wherever Google Cloud AutoML assigns a category with more than 70%
confidence, it’s automatically approved. That saves time for product teams, who
used to have to categorize every product manually. Steffan calculates that in
2019, automated labeling freed up 700 hours across the product team, which
they could spend on writing better product descriptions to entice shoppers and
attract more search traffic.
A foundation for future growth and innovation
Since the migration, business has only kept growing for Boozt, not least on Black
Fridays. “We’ve seen 100% growth year on year,” says Jonny. “The peaks we had
on Black Friday two years ago are just normal weekend peaks for us now.”
As well as supporting Boozt’s continued growth, Google Cloud also supports
its desire to innovate. “Our motto at Boozt is ‘Power to the People’, and
Google Cloud helps us to empower our developers and data scientists,” says
Tobias Sjölin, Project Director at Boozt.
“If there’s an AI tool they want to try, or if they want to write something in
golang, they can. The tools are there, all the data is there, and there’s a budget
for experimentation. It’s helping us attract talent because they can see we’re a
modern company with cool tools to try out,” Tobias concludes. ●
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Google Perspective ― A Greener Cloud

Ana Radovanovic
Technical Lead for Carbon-Intelligent Computing, Google

“By utilizing temporal and
spatial flexibility of some of our
data center compute tasks, we
will significantly reduce our
carbon footprint as well as that
of our customers.”
With sustainability high on the global agenda,

For Google, one significant adjustment was to unveil

customers are increasingly interested in knowing

a carbon-intelligent computing platform1 designed

their digital footprint, says Ana Radovanovic,

to match data center energy use with peaks in

Technical Lead for Carbon-Intelligent Computing

renewable power generation. It took less than two

at Google.

years to develop the solution and shift the timing
of many compute tasks to when low-carbon power

From recycling your soda cans to minimizing food

sources, like wind and solar, are most plentiful,

waste in the kitchen, some of the most impactful

helping reduce Google’s carbon footprint. The pilot

changes come from seemingly small adjustments.

program’s success means Google has rolled it out
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across its entire fleet of hyperscale data centers,

overhead by treating it as a flexible load that varies

with even more savings to come.

with the active compute load.

The growing demand in cloud resources equates to

It’s this holistic view that paved the way for a new

an increased need for energy. And much as Google

carbon-intelligent computing platform at Google.

relies on renewable energy sources to power its

Mathematical modelling and intelligent algorithms

data grids, the sun only shines for so many hours

mean compute loads are now planned around

a day and winds change. The idea was simple: why

weather predictions. “We haven’t completely

not schedule less urgent tasks, such as adding

flattened the load,” explains Ana, “but by thinking

new words to Google Translate or migrating data,

about when we plan certain activities we are able

to the times of day when green energy is most

to considerably increase both our energy and

readily available? Load shifting is not a new concept,

carbon efficiencies.”

but making it possible takes the right team and a
creative approach, says Ana Radovanovic.

Next, Ana hopes to shift compute tasks not just in
time, but in space too. “Each of our hyperscale data

Traditionally, increasing energy efficiency in

centers is subject to the same principles in terms

hyperscale data centers meant squeezing out

of reliability and performance, but a lot depends on

the last of the operational slack. However, one of

where the data center is located. Some parts of the

the most impactful achievements in recent years

world still strongly rely on fossil fuels such as coal or

was the optimization of the cooling systems at

natural gas to power electricity. Shifting activities

Google data centers2. Using AI and neural networks,

to times and locations with a larger presence of

engineers were able to reduce the cooling energy

carbon-free energy does not increase the overall
consumption. We’re currently investigating the
opportunity to move certain compute workloads to
data centers at less carbon-intensive locations.”
Environmentally conscious customers demand
full transparency on their digital footprints.
“We’re working on quantifying these things as we
want to share accurate information with the world.
Sharing data is a huge responsibility and we want
to ensure that we embed the science behind it.
We’re not only thinking about projects that will
reduce our environmental impact, but that of our
customers too.” ●

1. Google, Our data centers now
work harder when the sun shines
and wind blows, The Keyword blog
by Ana Radovanovic, Apr 22, 2020
2. Google, Safety-first AI for
autonomous data center cooling and
industrial control, The Keyword blog
by Amanda Gasparik (Google), Chris
Gamble (DeepMind) and Jim Gao
(DeepMind), Aug 17, 2018

Google Cloud ― Sustainability

No company can solve the climate change
challenge alone. That's why we’re committed
to creating tools and investing in technologies
that contribute towards a carbon-free world
for everyone.

To this end, we are
• Bringing 5 GW of carbon-free energy to
manufacturing regions by 2030, and creating
over 8,000 clean energy jobs.
• Enabling more than 500 cities to reduce one
gigaton of carbon by 2030, while supporting
green infrastructure and employment.
• Helping commercial buildings and data
centers to harness AI innovations to reduce
their energy consumption.
• Deploying $5.75 billion in sustainability bonds.
It’s the largest corporate issuance of its kind,
ever. These bonds are increasingly-important
tools that drive investment in environmental and
social initiatives worldwide.
• Finally, we’re also working with environmental
organizations to remove carbon from the
atmosphere through programs such as sciencebased reforestation. Google.org is pledging
$1 million to support this effort.
Together, we are embarking on the next decade
of climate action and moving the world closer
towards a carbon-free future for all.
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Google Cloud ― Diversity & Inclusion

We feel a deep responsibility to build a
workforce that’s representative of our
users, and a workplace that’s a diverse
and inclusive space where everyone
feels like they belong.

At Google, we often use data as a tool to optimize our
business. In this case, we use data to create a more
diverse workspace. In our annual diversity report 20201
we see progress over the last year, in various areas:
For the second year in a row, we continue to increase
women representation across Google, globally. We saw
the largest increase in our hiring of Black+ technical
employees ever measured. By running job postings
through our bias removal tool, we got 11% more
applications from women. We expanded a support
program for underrepresented employees who were
considering leaving, with 84% deciding to stay. And,
to help ensure a brighter future for our entire industry,
we built new pathways to technology for underserved
communities across the globe.
1. Google, Google Diversity Annual Report 2020

“We made a wide array of investments to strengthen the
diverse communities both within and outside Google.”
Melonie Parker, Chief Diversity Officer at Google, in Google diversity annual report 2020.

3 Questions To ― Niklas Ekebom, Sandvik

NIKLAS
EKEBOM

Vice President Center of Digital
Excellence, Sandvik
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Have these challenging times led to any changes
with regards to leadership/approach?

“

This is an opportunity to look at how you build leaders and delegate trust, which is
essential for working from home. I work with creatives, and one way to keep them
motivated is by not interrupting them. We needed to separate the work from our concept
of the workplace. We spent the first month of lockdown in meetings because managers
needed more check-ins, and quick discussions became regularly scheduled calls. We
switched to asynchronous meetings, describing needs and building a foundation for
decisions before talking.”

Where do you see the best integration points
between your business and cloud technology?

“

Luckily, we built everything on Google Cloud. Because our technology, processes, and
development tools were cloud-based, our core products continued working. Now, we’re
working with IPaaS solutions to democratize integrations. We’ve seen an emerging need
for customers to open products to integration because they’re using applications such as
BigQuery and Google Workspace. Also, we have some legacy products in specific spaces
like metrology that used on-premises licenses. When lockdown started, we had to rapidly
change licensing to let customers deploy encrypted keys online.”

Where do you see your biggest challenge or opportunity?

“

Lockdowns and their ensuing disruptions to the manufacturing industry have highlighted
the need for a more agile way to handle production workflows. The new reality is that
rerouting will be crucial. It puts a huge demand on understanding the workflow, so there’s
a need for high-level AI. With that knowledge, production isn’t geo-specific. We see the
emergence of software that solves specific business problems and doesn't require you to
be in the office. So, that’s the challenge: how can we help customers use the cloud?”

Customer Success Story
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Visma e-conomic explains
why its migration journey is

futureproofing
the business
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Customer Success Story ― Visma e-conomic

A

Accounting software provider e-conomic is a big success in Denmark,
with over 140,000 organizations using it to manage their day-to-day

finances. When its on-premises hosting started to limit its growth
ambitions, the company turned to Google Cloud.
e-conomic has a proud 20-year history of helping Danish organizations of
all sizes to grow and thrive. With further growth on the horizon, e-conomic’s
development team was tasked with overhauling the company’s technical

Oscar Elfving
Lead Site Reliability
Engineer at Visma

infrastructure and monolithic business platform in preparation. As it began to
hit the limits of on-premises hosting, it turned to Google Cloud.
“Our existing platform needed to be modernized, using off-the-shelf
technologies, patterns, and solutions,” says Lars Engbork, e-conomic’s CTO.
“With Google Cloud Platform, we’ve been able to break down our monolith and
accelerate growth, becoming a true cloud-native offering.”
“We were constrained by the number of servers we had a contract for,” explains
Lead Site Reliability Engineer Oscar Elfving. “We would get severe slowdowns
at busy times, like during VAT season. We’d sometimes rent extra capacity from
our hosting partner, but to do that we had to email a salesperson. It wasn’t an
ideal solution.”
The ability to deploy new functionality was also limited. “Our strategy was to
do daily blue/green deployments, which meant we had to take out half of our
production servers each time,” says Oscar. “That would take us down to half
capacity, so we had to limit new releases to less busy times, such as lunchtimes
or before work hours.”

Lars Engbork
CTO at Visma e-conomic

Cloud is the answer, but not every cloud is equal
Migrating e-conomic’s application servers to the cloud, to take advantage of
near-limitless scalability, was the obvious solution. e-conomic made an initial

“Google Cloud
SQL will let
us take full
advantage of
auto-scaling
and will deliver
significant cost
improvements
for us.”

vendor selection, but realized midway through migration planning that it wasn’t
going to work out. There were issues with outages, and response time on
questions and issues encountered during the migration. This meant that instead
of experiencing a better service, e-conomic’s customers might well have seen
further slowdowns and instability.
A last-minute pivot to Google Cloud Platform saves the day
That left e-conomic with just two months to find a new cloud vendor and
complete the migration. Luckily, its parent company Visma had just started
working with Google Cloud, which offered several benefits that were particularly
interesting to e-conomic.
“We wanted to use Kubernetes to containerize our legacy application platform,
split it up, and evolve it more efficiently,” says Oscar. “Google Kubernetes Engine
was a key reason for choosing Google Cloud as it would give us more control
and observability of that work.”
Google Cloud also promised superior application performance, he says, with a
data center close to e-conomic’s customer base in Denmark and to the hosting

Customer Success Story ― Visma e-conomic

provider for the database. Finally, using Spinnaker on Google Cloud Platform
to manage new code deployments would help e-conomic’s development
organization to adopt a more efficient culture of DevOps and continuous
delivery.
Scalability delivers superior application performance
The application server migration was completed smoothly in October 2018,
followed by the database in November 2018. e-conomic is now delivered fully
from Google Cloud Platform, meaning that slowdowns are a thing of the past.
“We did have some early performance issues that were caused by a bug in our
system, but because we were in Google Cloud Platform, we could easily scale
capacity,” says Oscar. “We were then able to fix the issue without our customers
noticing anything wrong.”
e-conomic’s developers can now deploy multiple times a day without
compromising performance. “Now, when we do blue/green deployments,
instead of halving our capacity, we can deploy the exact same number of new
servers alongside the existing production version,” Oscar says. “We have full
capacity at all times, so we’re not constrained by time.”
An empowered developer organization primed for rapid delivery
There’s a noticeable difference in developer culture, too. The 90-strong
developer organization is formed of different teams, but Spinnaker on Google
Cloud Platform has helped to unite them into a single team focused on
continuous delivery of new functionality and services.
“We use Spinnaker as the orchestration tool for all our deployments, across all of
our teams,” says Oscar. “It gives us a nice view of how the pipelines work, how
the application is deployed, and everything that’s going on.”
Google Cloud Platform has also given the development team more capacity
to deliver new functionality, he adds, noting that before the move to the cloud,
the entire development team had to share just one staging environment.
“Now, we’ve got seven different staging environments in Google Cloud Platform
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and we’re using Spinnaker to provide a full self-service environment for
developers,” he says. “They really enjoy having that ownership, and it means
we can get new functionality out faster.”
Future cost savings with Google Cloud SQL and auto-scaling
With its capacity issues overcome and e-conomic firing on all cylinders in the
cloud, the company can start looking to the future. One key task will be to move
the 2TB SQL Server database that underpins e-conomic on to Google Cloud SQL,
a fully-managed database service on Google Cloud Platform.
At the moment, the database is running on Google Compute Engine, but the
introduction of Google Cloud SQL creates new possibilities.
“It will bring down the amount of management we have to do, and we’ll be able to
take full advantage of auto-scaling,” says Lars. “We’re looking forward to using it
and we think it will deliver significant cost improvements for us.” ●

Google Perspective ― Inspiring Leadership

Eva Fors
Managing Director Google Cloud, Nordics

“We all have different ways
of expressing ourselves; creating
an inclusive environment
where everybody’s voice is
heard is essential.”
As the world adjusts to the advantages and

that solve real problems for businesses across

challenges of working outside traditional office

all industries have put Google Cloud on a steady

environments, Google Cloud helps distributed

upward trajectory over the past few years, and

workforces to remain connected and businesses

continue to resound with some of the largest

to reimagine a better tomorrow for their industries,

Fortune 2000 companies and public sector

explains Eva Fors, Managing Director for Google

organizations today.

Cloud Nordics.
“We’ve made a huge bet on the cloud and are
An organizational culture focused on innovation

continuing on our path of investment as we look

and an ambitious focus on go-to-market products

to triple our footprint in the coming two years,”
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says Eva Fors. “But if recent events have taught us

reimagining how their industries will recover from

anything, it’s that technology can support business

the COVID-19 pandemic, so that they can future-

continuity against the backdrop of unforeseeable

proof decisions around resizing or reshaping their

events. Organizations are being forced to reexamine

businesses, for example,” continues Eva. “To this

their entire business model in light of changes and

end, joining forces and working side by side with our

challenges brought by the coronavirus pandemic,

customers is crucial. After all, how we’re collectively

and we are no exception. That’s why we’re applying

moving forward is defining our times, and the

our focus on innovation and transformation to

decisions businesses make today will redefine what

support our customers with business continuity

their industries will look like tomorrow.”

solutions that are cost effective, quickly.”
For many, so far, the new normal has meant
Working with highly regulated sectors such as

adopting a hybrid setup of working from home

telecoms, healthcare, and financial services means

and occasional visits to the office, and while some

acknowledging the regulatory requirements they

enjoy the flexibility that this brings, others feel the

are subject to and how they evolve. That’s one
reason why it’s not just immediate solutions that the
Google Cloud ecosystem offers to its customers.
“Supporting our customers doesn’t just mean
addressing their urgent concerns of today, but also

need to connect with their teams as they used to.
“Human beings are social creatures,” says Eva. “With
the social glue of a shared workplace changing,
the importance of nurturing organizational culture
and building trust between team members is being
reemphasized,” she adds. “Digital tools can help
with this by enabling remote meetings and constant
communication, but these are not one-fits-all
solutions. Organizations need to create inclusive
environments by acknowledging that people
have different ways of expressing their needs,”
she suggests.
“Leaders need to set a clear vision and direction
to ensure people within their organization feel
empowered and are onboard with where you’re
going as a team. It means communicating even
more efficiently, and perhaps also more frequently,
to make sure people feel connected to each other
and to that common sense of purpose. Adjust
your buddy program, add morning coffees to your
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calendar, not just formal meetings, and create a safe
space where you can chat freely with colleagues.
Encourage your team to do walk and talk meetings
to get some fresh air. Ask how they and their families
are doing, and ensure you’re turning on your camera
when checking-in with each other,” Eva suggests.
“Showing that you care and offering a small word of
encouragement can go a very long way.” ●

Customer Success Story

FIMM
explains how

data
analytics
at scale fuels groundbreaking
medical research
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Customer Success Story ― FIMM

T

The Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland (FIMM) is home to FinnGen,
a 10-year study of the medical and genomic data of 500,000 donors. FIMM
turned to Google Cloud to build the technological infrastructure to make
FinnGen’s bold vision a reality.
Founded in 2006 at the University of Helsinki, FIMM – with over 230 researchers,
laboratory staff, and IT experts – is at the forefront of human genomics and
precision medicine research. The institute’s most ambitious project, FinnGen,

Mari Kaunisto
Head of Communications
at FIMM

relies on a broad alliance of Finnish universities, hospitals, biobanks, and 12
global pharmaceutical companies. “It’s a huge collaboration between the public
and private sectors, allowing us the resources to get a project of this size off the
ground,” says Mari Kaunisto, Head of Communications at FIMM and a geneticist
by training.
A haven for medical research
Launched in 2017, FinnGen is one of the world’s first personalized medicine
research projects at scale, shedding light on how diseases operate at the
genetic level. “Our work requires massive cohorts of genomic data,” says Mari.
“That’s what we’ve been building up in Finland.”
Timo Sipila

Finland’s high genome homogeneity makes it much easier to identify variants
that might cause resistance or increased susceptibility to a disease. Finnish
medical infrastructure is also well suited, with 98% of the country’s medical data
held electronically. Meanwhile, the Biobank Act (2013) simplified the process of
collecting human samples and storing them in “biobanks” for future research
purposes. By combining this genetic data with medical records – all deidentified – it’s much simpler for researchers to acquire the data they need.

Data Manager at FIMM
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Scaling new heights with cloud infrastructure
At launch in 2017, the Finnish biobank network held under 50,000 donor samples
and aims to add another 50,000 samples every six months. In 10 years, FinnGen
will have studied 500,000 samples, generating around 1.5 petabytes of data.
The sheer scale is what makes FinnGen such a groundbreaking study – and part
of what makes it so challenging.
When designing FinnGen, FIMM needed to build an infrastructure that could
store huge amounts of data, analyze it, and share it with collaborators – all
while protecting sensitive medical data. “The data we collect from biobanks
is de-personalized, but it’s still important to keep strict control over access
permissions and ensure GDPR compliance,” says Mari. To make all of this
possible yet cost-effective, FinnGen realized the need to move from onpremises to the cloud, says Timo Sipila, Data Manager at FIMM.
FIMM selected Google Cloud to build its infrastructure on, largely due to its
prior success with genetic data projects. “We felt reassured by Google Cloud’s
bioinformatics experience,” says Timo. “It also integrated genomic
data processing tools that we were already using. It was a great fit for us.”
How to analyze genomic data at scale
To build its robust architecture, FIMM first divided the FinnGen platform into
separate components. The Data Factory component takes in vast amounts
of genomic and medical data from the biobank network, processes it, and runs
quality control, preparing it for researchers to analyze. Data Factory is built
with Google Cloud Life Sciences data pipelines, using on-demand virtual
machines. Life Sciences also supports third-party biomedical tools including
Cromwell, allowing FIMM’s data team more flexibility. “The Google Cloud Life
Sciences pipelines and scalable Compute resources (Compute Engine, App
Engine, and Cloud Functions) linked with Datastore and Cloud Storage form the
core of our Data Factory,” says Timo, “enabling us to process and store data at
scale and speed.”

Customer Success Story ― FIMM
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After processing and checking, data is stored in the Data Library component
which also stores analyses performed by FinnGen’s in-house researchers.
After each new intake, the team produces a new set of analyses for partners
to work from. Those who require more specialized analysis can access the
Data Library via the Sandbox, a closed environment that allows them to
perform their analyses, while maintaining optimum data security.
Lasting impact, global collaboration
When COVID-19 forced much of the world into quarantine, FinnGen could
continue its work thanks to Finland’s relatively small number of cases
and a cloud-based infrastructure that already allowed remote work. The
pandemic also helped people realize the importance of FinnGen, which made
them more willing to contribute. This increased support enabled FinnGen
researchers to be among the first contributors to the COVID-19 host genetics
initiative, which brings together the global genetics research community
to learn more about the virus.
By February 2021, FinnGen will have processed and analyzed more than
300,000 donor samples, each with around 17 million genetic variants. For
each sample, FinnGen also collects 3,000 unique health outcomes. FIMM
makes anonymized summary data and full results from genome-wide studies
freely available with a year’s delay, upholding its commitment to open science.
Currently, researchers anywhere in the world can download and analyze
summary statistics for samples from 177,000 participants free of charge.
This dataset has already been accessed over 700 times.
In just three years, FinnGen has led to huge medical advances in diseases
like glaucoma, which affects 80 million people and is the second leading
cause of blindness worldwide. “Since starting FinnGen, we’ve found about
300 new variants that are enriched in the Finnish population and affect the
health outcomes we are studying,” says Mari. ●

“The Google Cloud
Life Sciences
pipelines and
scalable Compute
resources (Compute
Engine, App
Engine, and Cloud
Functions) linked
with Datastore and
Cloud Storage form
the core of our Data
Factory, enabling us
to process and store
data at scale and at
speed.”
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